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Photoluminescence excitation studies on 3,4,9,10-perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride 共PTCDA兲 single
crystals and polycrystalline PTCDA films are compared to the calculated excitonic dispersion deduced from an
exciton model including the coupling between Frenkel and charge transfer 共CT兲 excitons along the stacking
direction. For excitation energies below the 0-0 Frenkel exciton absorption band at 5 K these measurements
enable the selective excitation of several CT states. The CT2 state involving stacked PTCDA molecules reveals
two excitation resonances originating from different vibronic sublevels. Moreover, the fundamental transition
of the CT1 exciton state delocalized over both basis molecules in the crystal unit cell has been identified from
the corresponding excitation resonance. From the excitation energy dependence the fundamental transition
energies of the CT2 and CT1 excitons have been deduced to occur at 1.95 and 1.98 eV, respectively. When the
excitation energy exceeds ⬃2.08 eV, we observe a strong emission channel which is related to the indirect
minimum of the lowest dispersion branch dominated by Frenkel excitons. Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy measurements on polycrystalline PTCDA films reveal a strong CT2 signal intensity which is attributed to an increased density of defect-related CT2 states that are preferentially formed by slightly deformed or
compressed stacked PTCDA molecules in the vicinity of defects or at grain boundaries. Temperature-dependent
PL measurements in polycrystalline PTCDA films between 10 and 300 K at an excitation of 1.88 eV further
allow a detailed investigation of the CT2 transition and its vibronic subband.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.155208

PACS number共s兲: 78.55.Kz, 78.20.Bh, 71.35.Aa

I. INTRODUCTION

The physical origin of the excitonic emission in polycrystalline molecular films and in polymers has been the subject
of intense research for more than 20 years. In this context,
photoluminescence excitation 共PLE兲 spectroscopy has become a powerful optical technique allowing to establish a
correspondence between specific absorption resonances and
the resulting radiative recombination channels. For twisted
molecules such as parahexaphenyl and various conjugated
polymers, PLE has demonstrated a dependence of the PL
bands on the excitation energy. When exciting above a certain threshold energy the shape of the PL bands does not
depend on the excitation energy but below this threshold
they follow the excitation energy with a constant Stokes
shift.1–4 This finding has been interpreted as a consequence
of an inhomogeneously broadened distribution of transition
energies. Excitation at sufficiently high energy allows the
exciton to migrate to any other site before eventually emitting a PL photon. Excitation into the lower part of the distribution addresses specific sites with low transition energies so
that the exciton remains in the same spatial region before
eventually emitting in the red edge of the inhomogeneously
broadened PL band. This corresponds to a redshift with respect to the entire distribution of recombination energies
which would become available when exciting above the
threshold energy. Therefore, this threshold is interpreted as a
localization energy defining the demarcation line between
high-energy excitons migrating between sites and low1098-0121/2010/81共15兲/155208共10兲

energy excitons remaining confined in the spatial region
where they have been excited.2
In polymers, the typical conjugation length between kinks
along the chain and the twisting angles between adjacent
chromophores are not predetermined by the molecular structure but they result merely from the geometric conformation
realized in an amorphous assembly. Together with the energetic influence of the random arrangement between neighboring chains, the dependence of the transition energy on the
conjugation length and on the twisting angles defines obvious microscopic reasons for an inhomogeneously broadened
distribution of transition energies.1 In more regular compounds such as parahexaphenyl, the chain length is fixed.
Nevertheless, deviations from planarity still produce a rather
broad distribution over transition energies, resulting again in
a localization threshold.2
For more rigid compounds such as perylene-based chromophores and pentacene, a variation in the conjugation
length or an internal twisting of the molecule can be excluded as a source of inhomogeneous broadening. Instead,
librational phonon modes are strongly elongated by optical
excitations, resulting eventually in a pronounced Raman activity and correspondingly to rather broad absorption
features.5–7 Therefore, several mechanisms that are responsible for spectral diffusion in other organic materials should
not be present in perylene-based chromophores resulting in a
reduced spectral diffusion.
Among these materials, the emission from molecular
3,4,9,10-perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride 共PTCDA兲
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single crystals and polycrystalline films shows a particularly
rich variety of excitonic bands at low temperatures 共10–100
K兲 共Refs. 8–16兲 and the identification of these recombination
channels is still subject of intense debate. In the present
work, we apply PLE to this compound allowing to confirm
previous assignments of the various PL channels by identifying the respective PLE resonances.
This work is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
previous PL and PLE studies of PTCDA single crystals and
polycrystalline thin films. In Sec. III, as a theoretical background for the subsequent assignment of the PL channels and
the corresponding PLE resonances, we discuss the excitonic
dispersion arising from a model based on Frenkel excitons
and CT states involving stack neighbors.17 Section IV is devoted to the experimental setup and Sec. V presents PLE
spectra obtained from PTCDA single crystals and from polycrystalline PTCDA films.
II. PREVIOUS PL AND PLE STUDIES ON PTCDA

PTCDA forms polycrystalline films in the monoclinic
space group P21 / c with two different modifications 共the ␣
and ␤ phase兲,18 both possessing two nearly coplanar molecules in the crystal unit cell.9 The molecules are aligned
parallel to the 共102兲 lattice plane which coincides with the
substrate surface. The distance between consecutive molecular planes along the a lattice vector is shorter than in graphite, resulting in a large overlap of molecular  orbitals. Accordingly, early PL investigations at low temperatures8,9
assign the high energy emission to Frenkel exciton transitions and attribute emission bands at lower energy to nonrelaxed as well as to self-trapped charge transfer 共CT兲 excitons.
Several theoretical models that include Frenkel excitons, CT
excitons, and self-trapped excitons19–22 have been developed
to describe and support the experimental observations.
More recent investigations use time-resolved PL 共TRPL兲
measurements on ␣-PTCDA single crystals and on polycrystalline films to differentiate various recombination
channels.12–14,16 The TRPL studies were performed in the
temperature range from 10 to 300 K. From the recombination times that were detected within the emission band, five
different exciton emission channels have been isolated at low
temperature:12,14 共1兲 a high-energy emission band due to a
nonrelaxed charge-transfer transition 共CT2-nr兲 between two
PTCDA molecules stacked along the a direction at 1.95 eV,
共2兲 vertical recombination from an indirect minimum of the
lowest dispersion branch of the Frenkel exciton giving an
emission maximum at ⬃1.82 eV, 共3兲 a relaxed chargetransfer transition between two PTCDA basis molecules
within the same unit cell 共CT1兲 with a peak energy at
⬃1.85 eV, 共4兲 a self-trapped CT2 exciton involving a reduced distance between stacked PTCDA molecules with
peak energy at ⬃1.71 eV, and 共5兲 the respective excimer
transition with a PL maximum at ⬃1.76 eV which is weak
at low temperature but becomes the dominant band at higher
temperatures 共T ⬎ 200 K兲. These band assignments are supported by recent PL measurements under uniaxial pressure.23
With increasing pressure, the CT2 gains intensity relative to
the Frenkel exciton emission, and the CT2 transition reveals

a shift to lower energies. Both observations are attributed to
an increased exciton trapping probability and to an enhanced
Coulomb attraction at a reduced distance between oppositely
charged stacked molecules. These interpretations as well as
the above-mentioned band assignments are further supported
by theoretical models that handle pure Frenkel exciton
transitions24–28 and CT states separately.29
In addition to the PL investigations, only a few studies
have applied the technique of PLE to PTCDA films,11,15 using a tunable excitation source covering the PTCDA absorption band from ⬃2.0 up to ⬃3.0 eV. The change in the PLE
signal as a function of the substrate temperature11 and of the
growth temperature15 of deposited films was used to study
the influence of the ␣- and ␤-phase growth morphology on
the optical properties rather than to identify different PL lines
according to their electronic nature. In particular, investigations on PTCDA films deposited on different substrates such
as quartz, KCl, and NaCl attribute the energy band at
⬃1.85 eV 共Y-line兲 to the ␤ phase of PTCDA, whereas the
low-energy band at ⬃1.71 eV 共E-band兲 is assigned to the ␣
phase.11 More recent investigations on PTCDA films deposited on Ag共111兲 共Ref. 15兲 at different growth temperatures
reveal a weak dependence of the Y-line on the PTCDA
growth morphology whereas the E-band shows an intensity
maximum in a temperature regime where the ␣ and ␤ phase
coexist. Accordingly, the E-band is attributed to excimerlike
states that are preferentially formed at stacking defects in
PTCDA layers.
In this work, using ␣-PTCDA single crystals and polycrystalline films grown on naturally oxidized Si共100兲 substrate, we performed PLE measurements at low temperature
where the optical excitation energy was varied below the 0-0
Frenkel exciton absorption band. This range of excitation
energies allows the selective excitation of Frenkel excitons
as well as of various CT excitons. Our interpretation of the
PLE data is based on existing calculations concerning the
dispersion of pure Frenkel excitons25 and investigations of
PL from self-trapped CT excitons involving two stack neighbors at reduced intermolecular distance.29 Recently, an exciton model including the mixing between Frenkel excitons
and CT states via electron transfer and hole transfer has been
applied to the optical properties of six perylene pigments
including PTCDA.17 In the present work, this model is applied to an assignment of the PLE resonances and the excitonic dispersion derived from the same Hamiltonian is presented here, corroborating previous assignments of the
various radiative recombination channels.
III. EXCITONIC DISPERSION

The exciton model discussed in the following paragraph
includes neutral molecular excitations and CT transitions between stack neighbors, called CT2 throughout the remaining
parts of this work. Both kinds of excitations are coupled by
electron transfer te and hole transfer th along the stacking
direction a via off-diagonal matrix elements th⬘eik·a + te⬘ where
th⬘ and te⬘ are the fermionic transfer parameters modified by
Franck-Condon factors, and k is the wave vector of an excitonic Bloch wave, compare Ref. 17 for further details. In
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contrast to the pioneering work using empirical parameters,20
this exciton model is based on calculated values for the intermolecular electron and hole transfer obtained with
density-functional theory 共DFT兲. It also includes reorganization energies computed with DFT in the form of a progression over an effective internal vibration ប with a HuangRhys factor S, and transition dipoles of the CT states derived
from time-dependent DFT.17
Due to momentum conservation, the small wave vector of
the photon results in an excitonic Bloch wave close to the ⌫
point of the Brillouin zone, corresponding to k = 0. For this
particular wave vector, electron and hole transfer interfere
constructively according to th⬘ + te⬘, but for PTCDA with its
nearly parallel valence and conduction bands, te and th have
opposite signs, so that their contribution of the Frenkel-CT
mixing to the second moment of the absorption band according to 共⌬E兲2 = S共ប兲2 + 2共te + th兲2 remains much smaller than
the second moment of the Poisson progression over the effective internal mode, S共ប兲2. In the calculation of the optical line shape, the energy of a CT2 state involving two
stacked molecules in the undeformed crystal remains the
only relevant fitting parameter required for an optimum
agreement with the observed optical response.30–32
The comparison of this model with the dielectric tensor of
␣-PTCDA single crystals obtained at room temperature proF
CT2
= 2.17 eV and E00
= 1.95⫾ 0.07 eV for
vides values of E00
the fundamental 0-0 transitions of the neutral molecular excitation and of charge transfer along the stack, respectively.17
Due to the particularly small mixing between Frenkel excitons and CT2 states via electron transfer te and hole transfer
th according to te + th = −10 meV, the influence of the CT2
state on the linear optical properties remains rather small so
that a comparison between calculated and observed spectra
does not allow for a more precise determination of the CT2
transition energy.
From temperature-dependent investigations of PTCDA
and several other perylene compounds it can be estimated
that the stacking vector of PTCDA is reduced by about 1.5%
at low temperatures resulting in a redshift of the absorption
band by about 0.02 eV.14,33,34 Assuming that the CT2
transition shifts by the same amount, this would place the
F
CT2
= 2.15 eV and E00
fundamental transitions at E00
= 1.93⫾ 0.07 eV. For reasons which will become clear in the
subsequent parts of this work, we choose a slightly higher
CT2
= 1.95 eV for the CT2 transition along the
value of E00
stack, still within the conservative uncertainty range derived
from the comparison between the calculated dielectric tensor
and the observed values deduced from spectroscopic
ellipsometry.32
With these ingredients, the previous calculation of the excitonic states in the center of the Brillouin zone can easily be
generalized to finite wave vectors. Figure 1 shows the calculated excitonic dispersion branches at low temperatures,
where the resulting optical properties derived from the
dipole-allowed states at ⌫ are again in good agreement with
the observed spectra.28,35 The topmost branches with a large
Frenkel exciton parentage are shown as thicker lines and
their pair with maxima around 2.20 and 2.22 eV can be analyzed further in terms of the Davydov splitting between the
lowest strong absorption peaks occurring for orthogonal
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Exciton dispersion in ␣ PTCDA at low
temperature. Blue dash-dotted: dipole-forbidden vibronic levels of
CT2 exciton involving stack neighbors; black, red dashed: dispersion branches of dipole-allowed mixed Frenkel-CT2 states, black
for light polarized along x direction 共in ac plane兲 and red dashed for
light polarized along y direction 共parallel to b lattice vector兲; green
dotted: vibronic levels of CT1 exciton involving both basis
molecules.

polarizations.17,32 Moreover, the minima of these dispersion
branches at the surface of the Brillouin zone close to 2.14 eV
give rise to vertical radiative recombination to excited vibronic levels of the effective internal vibration, as indicated
by the arrow.25,26 Due to the low-lying CT transitions, several excitation resonances below the lowest Frenkel disperCT2
sion branch are worth mentioning: The fundamental E00
= 1.95 eV for charge transfer along the stack, the region between 2.10 and 2.12 eV dominated by the first vibronic level
CT2
= 2.12 eV and the fundamental
of the CT2 manifold at E01
CT1
E00 = 1.98 eV for charge transfer between the two basis
molecules in the crystal unit cell. As the electron or hole
transfer between the two basis molecules is expected to be
smaller than the respective transfers along the stack, the CT1
states are not included in the exciton model, so that their
dispersion branches are visualized by horizontal lines. From
the PLE spectra discussed below, a suitable CT1 energy in
the crystal can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 1. Residual
deviations between the calculated excitation resonances in
Fig. 1 and the PL peaks obtained for samples cooled to a
temperature of 5 K will be discussed in Sec. V.
IV. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Samples

The ␣-PTCDA single crystals analyzed in the present
work were grown by sublimation under high vacuum
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共10−6 mbar兲 from source material 共Sigma Aldrich兲 at a temperature of 300 ° C. The samples were in the form of
needles, typically 50⫻ 50 m2 in cross section and 2 mm in
length. Their crystalline phase has been determined by x-ray
diffraction to be the ␣-monoclinic variety. The PTCDA films
investigated in the following had thicknesses of about 90 and
50 nm. They were grown by organic molecular-beam deposition 共OMBD兲 onto chemically clean n-type 共100兲 oriented
naturally oxidized Si. The substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using acetone, methanol, and ultrapure water.
Then they were transferred into the high-vacuum OMBD
chamber with a base pressure of 10−8 mbar. The PTCDA
source material 共Sigma Aldrich兲 was purified by sublimation
at a temperature of 300 ° C before it was filled into the
Knudsen cell. During growth the deposition rate was measured using a quartz crystal-thickness monitor that was calibrated by different film-thickness measurements using a profilometer, optical ellipsometry, and absorption measurements. Typical deposition rates on substrates held at room
temperature were 0.01 nm/s when the effusion cells were
heated to 320 ° C. X-ray diffraction measurements in -2
scan mode at room temperature reveal an ␣ / ␤-PTCDA ratio
of better than 40:1 and a full width at half maximum
共FWHM兲 of 0.37° for the ␣-PTCDA reflex at 2 = 27.81°.14
B. Optical instrumentation

For the PLE measurements an Ar-ion laser 共 = 514 nm兲
pumped dye laser was used as variable excitation source.
Two dyes, DCM 共4–dicyanomethylene-2methyl-6-pdimethylamino-styryl-4H-pyran兲 as well as Rhodamine 6G,
were used in order to cover the energy range from 1.88 to
2.15 eV. The PTCDA samples were mounted in a continuous
flow He cryostat and kept at a temperature of 5 K. The laser
beam was focused onto the PTCDA crystal and the PTCDA
film, respectively, with a 50⫻ microscope objective lens resulting in a laser spot diameter of ⬃2 m on the sample.
The excitation power was of the order of 100 W at the
sample position. The PL from the PTCDA samples was collected with the same objective lens, directed through a dichroic mirror and dispersed by a Dilor spectrometer. Finally,
the PL signal was detected by a nitrogen-cooled charge
coupled device array. For the PTCDA polycrystalline films
GaAs-based semiconductor lasers emitting at 660 nm 共
⬃1.88 eV兲 and 692 nm 共⬃1.79 eV兲 were used as additional
excitation sources. The laser beam had a diameter of
⬃200 m on the sample, the excitation power was ⬃5 mW
at the PTCDA sample position. The emitted PL was analyzed
by a grating monochromator and a GaAs photomultiplier. A
closed-cycle He cryostat was used in these measurements to
provide a variable temperature between 10 and 300 K.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. PTCDA single crystals

Figure 2 shows the PL spectra of a PTCDA single crystal
at 5 K at various excitation energies ranging from 1.878 to
2.149 eV and at a laser power of 100 W. For better visibility the spectra at low-excitation energies 共1.878–1.937

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 PL excitation spectra of a PTCDA single
crystal at 5 K at excitation energies ranging from 1.878 to 2.149 eV
using DCM and Rhodamine 6G dye lasers as labeled. The topmost
spectrum is excited with an Ar ion laser at an excitation energy of
2.411 eV. The PL spectra are offset to each other for clarity and the
weakest spectra at low-excitation energy are multiplied by different
magnification factors as labeled.

eV兲 are multiplied by scaling factors as labeled. In addition
the spectra are offset to each other for clarity. Furthermore, a
PL spectrum excited at 2.411 eV 共Ar-ion laser line兲 is given
for comparison.
At the lowest-excitation energy 共1.878 eV兲 a broad emission band with a peak energy at 1.72 eV can be weakly
excited. The PL band energy is close to the self-trapped CT2
transition energy identified by time-resolved PL measurements on PTCDA crystals at low temperatures.12,13 We therefore attribute this emission band to self-trapped CT2 excitons
between oppositely charged stacked PTCDA molecules at a
reduced distance. As their excitation energy of 1.878 eV is
significantly less than the 0-0 transition energy of the CT2
exciton at 1.95 eV 共see Fig. 1兲 we assume that this excitation
occurs at a specific defect, presumably a dislocation at a
grain boundary, or in a strongly strained region close to such
a defect favoring charge separation into anion-cation pairs.
This defect-related CT2 resonance shows a weak intensity
maximum at an excitation of 1.893 eV and starts to decrease
at higher excitation energies up to 1.92 eV.
However, at slightly higher excitation energies, a second
narrower and strong PL band with rapidly increasing intensity emerges at energies above 1.8 eV which may hide a
further contribution of the CT2 resonance to the observed
spectra. With increasing excitation energy, the center energy
of this band shifts linearly to higher values and reaches a
constant value 共⬃1.86 eV兲 at excitation energies larger than
1.968 eV. By comparison with earlier investigations12,13 we
assign this emission band to the relaxed CT1 transition between PTCDA molecules within the same unit cell. In addition a weaker emission band appears in the PL spectra, separated from the CT1 band by ⬃160 meV to lower energy.
This weak PL band shows the same excitation-energy dependence as the CT1 emission. Accordingly, it is attributed to
the first vibronic subband of the CT1 transition where the
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energy difference of ⬃160 meV corresponds to the effective
internal vibrational mode of the molecule of about 170
meV.8,17,20 Previous microelectronic calculations find an energy difference E共CT1兲 − E共CT2兲 of 0.60 eV 共Ref. 36兲 or of
−30 to −100 meV,37 depending on the method used for the
assignment of charges to different subgroups of a PTCDA
molecule. With respect to this large scatter among different
theoretical predictions, the PLE spectra allow a particularly
precise determination of this energetic difference.
Above 2.018 eV excitation energy, the CT1 emission decreases, and two new PL bands appear at ⬃1.79 and at
⬃1.92 eV, respectively. With increasing excitation energy
the intensities of both bands increase rapidly. The emission at
⬃1.92 eV shows a blueshift with increasing excitation energy similar to that of the CT1 transition and of its vibronic
subband at lower energy. The 1.79 eV emission band also
shifts to higher energy but with a significantly lower rate.
When the excitation energy exceeds ⬃2.126 eV, these PL
bands reach transition energies of ⬃1.82 and ⬃1.97 eV, respectively. An excitation up to 2.411 eV 共Ar laser line兲 does
not lead to considerable further changes in the PL emission
spectrum.
Furthermore, the intensity of the high-energy band starts
to saturate while the intensity of the 1.82 eV band still rises
with increasing excitation energy. By comparison with the
topmost spectrum that was taken at an excitation energy of
2.411 eV 共Ar-ion laser兲, thus well above the 兩0g典 → 兩0e典 共0-0兲
Frenkel exciton absorption band at ⬃2.21 eV at k = 0,24,25,28
it becomes obvious that the strong emission band at 1.82 eV
is due to the indirect 兩0e典 → 兩1g典 Frenkel exciton
transition.12,13 By comparison with earlier investigations on
PTCDA films and with recent model calculations 共see Fig.
1兲, the high-energy band at 1.97 eV emission energy is attributed to the vertical recombination of a mixed Frenkel-CT
transition 共which is called CT2-nr兲 involving the first vibronic level of the CT2 manifold.14
Figures 3 and 4 summarize the shifts of the spectral positions and the PL intensities 共Gaussian areas兲 of the different
recombination channels, respectively, as a function of the
excitation energy ranging from 1.878 to 2.149 eV. For comparison the dashed-red line in Fig. 3 is showing the position
of emission resonant with the excitation energy. The center
energies E j and the Gaussian areas a j of the emission bands
were deduced from Fig. 2 using a multi-Gaussian approximation where each observable recombination channel
共j = CT1-subband, CT1, CT2, Frenkel exciton, and CT2-nr,
respectively兲 was expressed by one adjustable Gaussian
function
IPL共E兲 ⬀ E3 兺
j

aj

 j 冑2 

冋 冉 冊册

exp −

1 E − Ej
2
j

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Different exciton emission channels in a
PTCDA crystal at 5 K as a function of the excitation energy ranging
from 1.878 to 2.149 eV. The emission channels are obtained from
the spectra in Fig. 2 by a multi-Gaussian decomposition of the
observed line shape as described in the text. The dashed-red line is
showing the position of emission resonant with the excitation
energy.

of a 36-nm-thick PTCDA film on Pyrex obtained from transmission measurements at 10 K.28 For these calculations a
Kramers-Kronig consistent model for the refractive index
with an extinction coefficient J关n共兲兴 defined as a sum of
Gaussians has been used. In contrast to the measured optical
density 共see Ref. 28兲, in the absorption coefficient ␣共兲
= 2 c I关n共兲兴 reflectivity losses at the PTCDA/air and
PTCDA/Pyrex interfaces have been eliminated so that it

2

.

共1兲

Above an excitation of 2.018 eV the spectral position and
the FWHM 冑8 ln 2 j of the CT1 Gaussian were kept fixed at
1.857 eV and 90 meV, respectively, in order to obtain a better
accuracy of the energies and Gaussian areas of the other
emission bands. In addition, Fig. 4 comprises the absorption
spectrum ␣共兲 of PTCDA at 10 K as a black solid line. The
absorption curve has been calculated from the optical density

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 PL intensity 共Gaussian areas兲 of different
emission channels in PTCDA crystals at 5 K as a function of the
excitation energy ranging from 1.878 to 2.149 eV obtained from the
spectra in Fig. 2. Arrows indicate the energy positions of the distribution maxima of CT2, CT1, and CT2-nr states, respectively. In
addition an absorption curve derived from the optical density of a
36-nm-thick PTCDA film on Pyrex at 10 K using a Kramers-Kronig
consistent model for the complex refractive index is shown as black
solid line.
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shows a steeper energy dependence below the 0g-0e Frenkel
exciton transition.28
Figure 3 clearly reveals a blueshift of the CT1 emission
and its vibronic subband when the laser starts to excite the
low-energy side of the inhomogeneously broadened distribution of CT1 states. Since the density of these low-energy
states is small, the PL intensity is initially weak but rapidly
grows with increasing excitation energy due to the rising
number of accessible states revealing an emission peak at
1.98 eV at the maximum of the CT1 state density. Compared
to PLE studies on compounds where deviations from planarity contribute to a redshift of the PL spectra following the
laser line,1 in PTCDA this redshift can only be observed
within a rather narrow energetic range of ⬃0.05 eV. This
finding supports our previous statement that several of the
mechanisms contributing to spectral diffusion in more disordered molecular assemblies are not present in PTCDA. Local
strain effects around defects such as stacking faults emerge
as the most likely origin being responsible for the remaining
spectral diffusion in highly ordered molecular crystals consisting of planar molecules. Accordingly, the optically excited states start to relax into energetically lower lying states
when the laser excitation exceeds the maximum of the CT1
distribution, showing an excitation-energy-independent
emission at center energies of ⬃1.86 and ⬃1.70 eV for the
CT1 transition and its vibronic subband, respectively. Since
the density of states decreases at energies above the maximum of the CT state distribution, the PL intensity of the CT1
transition and its vibronic subband decreases for excitation
energies higher than 1.983 eV 共see Fig. 4兲. The energy difference of ⬃120 meV between the CT1 absorption maximum 共⬃1.98 eV兲 and the PL peak 共⬃1.86 eV兲 is in good
agreement with the 110 meV Stokes shift caused by lowfrequency internal breathing and external phonon modes as
discussed earlier.26,27 For excitation into the lower edge of
the CT1 distribution the Stokes shift is reduced by up to 20
meV.
As shown in Fig. 4, the PL intensity of the weak CT2
transition at ⬃1.72 eV shows a weak maximum at an excitation energy of 1.893 eV. With increasing excitation energy
the CT2 PL intensity slightly drops while the center energy
of the inhomogeneously broadened band remains constant,
indicating that the laser energy already exceeds the maximum of the density of states of an absorption resonance. At
the lowest-excitation energy 共1.878 eV兲 the CT2 PL intensity
is reduced due to the decrease in available charge transfer
states that can be excited. Investigations on PTCDA films
with excitation energies below 1.878 eV presented in Sec.
V B show a more pronounced reduction in the PL intensity
with decreasing excitation energy confirming this interpretation.
The energy difference of ⬃175 meV between the defectrelated CT2 absorption maximum 共⬃1.893 eV兲 and the PL
peak 共⬃1.72兲 is significantly larger than the expected 110
meV Stokes shift caused by the low-frequency modes.26,27
The remaining energy of ⬃65 meV, however, can be explained by the self-trapping of the anion-cation pair along the
molecular stacking direction. The respective contribution to
the Stokes shift has been calculated by a combination of a
Møller-Plesset- 共MP2-兲 based intermolecular van der Waals

potential and configuration interaction of singly excited
states for the CT2 transition, resulting in an additional redshift of 0.07 eV which is in good agreement with the value
deduced from PLE.29
For energies larger than ⬃2.04 eV the indirect Frenkel
exciton and the CT2-nr start to occur in the PL spectra. As
demonstrated earlier, the radiative lifetime of about
12.7⫾ 0.4 ns for the emission from the minimum of the
Frenkel exciton dispersion and the two decay times of 3 ⫾ 1
and 33.5⫾ 2 ns assigned to the CT2-nr PL band are incompatible, excluding a common radiative precursor state. While
the CT2-nr transition energy shows a similar dependence as
the CT1 transition for laser energies that are below the maximum of the state distribution, the Frenkel exciton transition
reveals an unexpectedly weak excitation energy dependence
共see Fig. 2兲. Although the optical excitation energies are significantly lower than the 兩0g典 → 兩0e典 absorption energy of
⬃2.21 eV 共Refs. 24, 25, and 28兲 the relaxed Frenkel
exciton-transition energy reached its final value of 1.82 eV
already at ⬃2.15 eV excitation energy. According to model
calculations of the excitonic dispersion summarized in Sec.
III,17,38 the minimum of the lowest-dispersion branch dominated by Frenkel excitons at the surface of the Brillouin zone
occurs about 70 meV below the dispersion maxima at ⌫.25,27
After thermal relaxation into this energetic minimum the
lowest accessible final state for recombining excitons is the
兩1g典 state which lowers the transition energy by about 170
meV, corresponding to the energy of an effective internal
vibration. The PL energy from this dispersion minimum is
further reduced by about 110 meV caused by low-frequency
modes26,27 resulting in a total Stokes shift of ⬃0.39 eV for
optical excitation resonant to the 0-0 dispersion branch of the
Frenkel exciton at the ⌫ point. Even at the highest excitation
energy of ⬃2.15 eV in our PLE measurements, the expected
Stokes shift of the Frenkel exciton emission amounts to only
0.33 eV. Therefore, opposite to the CT transitions at lower
energies, an excitation into the low-energy edge of the 0-0
Frenkel resonance at 2.15 eV allows the observation of the
entire density of states of the respective PL channel. On the
other hand, at energies ranging from ⬃2.05 to 2.15 eV, the
PL from Frenkel excitons shows a redshift similar to the
excitation of CT states below their absorption resonance. We
therefore suggest that in this energetic range, the observed
Frenkel exciton PL band is generated by selective excitation
of spatial regions with a particularly low-lying transition energy, e.g., due to compressive strain.23
Moreover, in this energetic region, excitation into the
CT2
bamixed Frenkel-CT2 states which are dominated by E01
sis states at 2.10 and 2.12 eV might also contribute to an
emission from the dispersion minimum of the lowest branch
dominated by Frenkel excitons at 2.14 eV. On a first sight, at
a temperature as low as T = 5 K, scattering from a mixed
Frenkel-CT2 state absorbing around 2.10 or 2.12 eV into a
dispersion minimum at 2.14 eV seems to be energetically
unfavorable. However, considering the Stokes shift of lowfrequency vibrations and external phonons the emission occurs from excitonic states about 110 meV lower in energy
than the respective dispersion minimum in Fig. 1 calculated
for the equilibrium geometry of the undeformed crystal, or at
⬃2.03 eV.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 PL spectra of a 90-nm-thick PTCDA film
on Si substrate at 5 K as a function of the excitation energy ranging
from 1.889 to 1.983 eV using a DCM dye laser. The topmost spectrum is excited with an Ar ion laser at an excitation energy of 2.411
eV. The two bottommost PLE spectra are excited with GaAs semiconductor lasers at 1.878 and 1.786 eV. For easier comparison the
PL spectra are offset to each other.

As shown in Fig. 4 this Frenkel contribution increases
significantly at higher excitation energy, leading to a strong
enhancement of the PL signal 共Gaussian area兲 at ⬃1.83 eV
and of the PL band at ⬃160 meV lower in energy. While the
latter band has been attributed exclusively to the CT1subband below an excitation energy of 2.08 eV, it now increasingly contains the vibronic subband of the Frenkel exciton, resulting in a larger FWHM of this band as well as in
a slight shift to lower energy at higher excitation energies.
As discussed in Sec. III the first vibronic level of the CT2
CT2
= 2.12 eV or more specifically the mixed
manifold at E01
Frenkel-CT2 state at 2.10 eV is the relevant excitation channel resulting in the CT2-nr PL band occurring at a constant
emission energy of ⬃1.97 eV for excitation energies above
⬃2.10 eV.26,27 As for the relaxed CT2 transition, the observed Stokes shift of ⬃130 meV exceeds the shift of
⬃110 meV expected from low-energy modes. The PLE
resonance around 2.10 eV assigned to the mixed FrenkelCT2 dispersion branch coincides with a PLE resonance and a
peak in photocurrent measurements reported earlier.8,39 This
indicates that an excitation into the mixed Frenkel-CT2
states favors the decomposition of the exciton into an
electron-hole pair contributing to the photocurrent. The more
strongly absorbing Frenkel part of this mixed exciton gives
the main contribution to the transition dipole required for the
absorption process preceding the charge separation.17
In contrast to the Frenkel exciton band the CT2-nr band
does not further increase its Gaussian area for excitation
above ⬃2.10 eV, indicating that the distribution maximum
of these states has been reached by the exciting laser line. It
should be mentioned that excitation around 2.10 eV also
leads to an enhanced PL of self-trapped CT2 states which
additionally contribute to the PL intensity and spectral width
of the low-energy band at ⬃1.69 eV. Eventually, this band
is composed of nonresolved CT1 and Frenkel exciton sub-

FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Different exciton emission channels of a
90-nm-thick PTCDA film at 5 K as a function of the excitation
energy ranging from 1.786 to 1.983 eV. The energetic positions of
the CT1 and CT2 transitions are obtained from the spectra in Fig. 5
by a multi-Gaussian line-shape analysis. The dashed-red line is
showing the position of emission resonant with the excitation
energy.

bands as well as of the PL band of CT2 states generated by
the relaxation of CT2-nr states into self-trapped CT2 excitons.
B. PTCDA polycrystalline films

Figure 5 shows the PL spectra of a 90-nm-thick PTCDA
polycrystalline film on Si共100兲 substrate at 10 K at various
excitation energies ranging from 1.889 to 1.983 eV and at a
laser power of ⬃100 W. The spectra are normalized and
offset to each other for better comparison. Furthermore the
PL using the Ar-ion laser line at 2.411 eV as excitation
source is given as the topmost spectrum. In addition, Fig. 5
contains the PL spectra obtained at excitation energies of
⬃1.88 and ⬃1.79 eV that were provided by GaAs semiconductor lasers. As in the previous investigations on PTCDA
crystals the center energies of the emission bands were determined from the spectra in Fig. 5 using multi-Gaussian
functions where the spectral position of the CT2 Gaussian
was kept fixed above an excitation of 1.90 eV in order to
obtain a higher accuracy of the CT1 and CT1-subband energies as visualized in Fig. 6.
Similar to the analysis of the PL bands observed on a
PTCDA crystal displayed in Fig. 2, Fig. 6 demonstrates that
also in thin films the self-trapped CT2 PL appears at the
lowest-excitation energies. As already mentioned, our exciton model displayed in Fig. 1 does not provide any excitation
resonance in that energetic region. We therefore assign the
lowest PLE resonance again to specific defects at lowerenergy favoring charge separation into anion-cation pairs resulting in a broad PL band of self-trapped CT2 excitons.29
The contribution of the CT2 transition relative to the CT1
transition is higher in the polycrystalline PTCDA film as
compared to the PTCDA crystal which might be explained
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Temperature-dependent PL of CT2 and
vibronic CT2-subband states obtained from a 50-nm-thick PTCDA
film at an excitation energy of 1.878 eV. The temperature is varied
in the range between 10 and 300 K in 20 K steps as labeled. The red
dashed arrow connecting the emission maxima is a guide to the eye.

by an increased density of defect-related CT2 states that are
preferentially formed by slightly deformed or compressed
stacked PTCDA molecules in the vicinity of defects or at
grain boundaries.23
The CT2 emission intensity decreases above ⬃1.9 eV excitation energy and reveals a constant peak energy of
⬃1.73 eV, showing that the laser energy starts to exceed the
maximum of the density of absorbing states resulting preferentially in PL from self-trapped CT2 excitons. At the excitation energies of 1.878 and 1.786 eV we find a redshift of the
CT2 emission band demonstrating that the GaAs laser lines
excite CT2 states which are lying below the distribution
maximum. While it is not possible to compare the PL intensities obtained at the energies of the GaAs laser and of the
DCM laser, the relative intensities between the 1.878 and
1.786 eV spectra show a reduction by a factor of ⬃10. The
PL blueshift indicates that the CT2 PLE resonance occurs at
⬃1.89 eV, in agreement to our investigations on PTCDA
crystals.
Due to the high selectivity of the CT2 transition at an
excitation energy of 1.88 eV we further performed
temperature-dependent PL measurements ranging from 10 to
300 K which are shown in Fig. 7. At low temperatures 共10
K兲 the CT2 emission is composed of the main band at 1.71
eV and a further vibronic subband at ⬃160 meV lower energy. These very broad PL features demonstrate that selftrapping along the stacking direction and other symmetrylowering distortions contributing to the broadening are
essential features of this specific radiative recombination.29
Together with the very long recombination time discussed
earlier, a monomolecular recombination mechanism assigned
to a specific impurity can safely be ruled out.12,13
With rising temperature both features shift to higher energies, and above ⬃100 K due to increased thermal broadening both structures merge into an extended low-energy tail
below the main peak. These features are attributed to a shift
of the CT2 excitation resonance due to an increasing population of excited levels of low-frequency vibronic modes.
These modes are responsible for an increasing broadening of

the CT2 transition,13,14 thermal expansion of the lattice, and a
small blueshift of the CT2 transition expected from a reduced Coulomb attraction at larger intermolecular distance.
At room-temperature PTCDA has a thermal-expansion coefficient in the range between 1.05⫻ 10−4 and 1.24
⫻ 10−4 K−1.34 From studies of the lattice constant of other
perylene pigments below room temperature33 it can be concluded that the reduction in the stacking vector a in PTCDA
at low temperature 共⬃10 K兲 is in the range of about 1.5%.
Together with the calculated dependence of the CT2 transition in PTCDA as a function of stacking vector a with
dECT2 / da = 0.5 eV/ Å 共Ref. 29兲 this indicates a blueshift of
the CT transition of ⬃30 meV when heating the sample
from 5 K to room temperature, as observed in Fig. 7.
For the spectra obtained at 50 K, a line-shape analysis
using a two-Gaussian fit according to Eq. 共1兲 reveals a
FWHM of ⬃120 meV for the zeroth vibronic CT2 band and
of ⬃155 meV for its first vibronic subband. The vibronic
coupling constant g2 given by the area ratio of the CT2 band
and its subband a1 / a0 is found to be ⬃0.46. Both the obtained FWHM values as well as the coupling constant are
close to values that have been obtained from previous PL
measurements.13
At excitation energies higher than 1.89 eV the CT1 band
appears in the PL spectra 共see Figs. 5 and 6兲 of the PTCDA
film. As in the PTCDA crystal the PL energy shows a blueshift that eventually reaches a constant emission energy of
1.85 eV at an excitation energy of 1.975 eV or above. Also
the CT1 band is accompanied by its CT1 vibronic subband at
⬃160 meV lower energy showing the same excitation energy dependence as the zero-order vibronic band. In accordance to our investigations in PTCDA crystals we conclude
that the transition energy of the CT1 state in the nondeformed periodic crystal has its distribution maximum at
⬃1.98 eV.
VI. SUMMARY

Applying PLE spectroscopy at 5 K, we have studied the
emission of selectively excited CT2, CT1, and CT2-nr states
as well as of Frenkel excitons in PTCDA single crystals and
PTCDA polycrystalline films. For the PTCDA single crystals
the excitation energy ranged from 1.878 to 2.149 eV. With
increasing excitation energy, subsequently the CT2, CT1,
and CT2-nr bands emerge in the PLE spectrum. In addition a
low-energy PL band at ⬃160 meV below the main peak of
the CT1 band is identified as a vibronic subband of the CT1
transition. When the laser starts to excite the low-energy tail
of the different inhomogeneously broadened absorption resonances we find a blueshift with increasing excitation energy.
As several of the mechanisms for spectral diffusion discussed for other organic materials cannot contribute in
PTCDA, we conclude that reduced excitation energies in
compressively strained regions are responsible for this effect.
The blueshift saturates when the laser excitation energy exceeds the distribution maximum of the absorbing CT states,
resulting in PL bands at different constant emission energies
arising from different excited states. Furthermore the PLE
signal intensity of each CT band reaches a maximum when
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the exciting laser energy is resonant with the maximum of
the individual state distribution in the equilibrium geometry
of the crystal. From these observations we deduce the resonant absorption energies of the CT2, CT1, and CT2-nr PL
bands to be ⬃1.89, 1.98, and 2.10 eV. The energy difference
between the absorption and emission energy for the CT1
transition of ⬃110 meV is explained by the Stokes shift of
low-energy internal vibrations and external phonon modes.
The larger energy difference of ⬃175 meV for the CT2 transition is attributed to self-trapping of the anion-cation pairs
along the stacking direction, resulting in an additional Stokes
shift of ⬃65 meV.
Comparing the measured excitation resonances of the CT
PL bands with the exciton dispersion branches obtained from
a model accounting for Frenkel excitons and CT states on
stack neighbors,17 the PLE investigations place the lowest
resonant CT2 excitation 50 meV below the lowest-calculated
CT2 state at the ⌫ point of the Brillouin zone, so that this
excitation resonance cannot be assigned without assuming
defect-related CT2 states favoring a charge separation. Since
any localized defect such as a grain boundary or a stacking
fault destroys the crystal periodicity, the k-space picture for
the excitonic dispersion breaks down. This allows exciting
excitonic states at energies which do not correspond to the ⌫
point of the Brillouin zone but merely to a different region of
k-space, so that according to Fig. 1, states about 30 meV
below the dispersion maximum at ⌫ may contribute. Therefore, the major part of the energetic difference of about 50
CT2
PLE resonance
meV between calculated and measured E00
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